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Creating a Concept Plan 
for the Civic Center / 
Town Commons
PRESENTATION BY OTCAC TO OFFICERS OF GOCA AND THE OFFICERS AND 
BOARD MEMBERS OF THE OLNEY CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

JANUARY 27,  2015
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Today’s Presentation

1. Goal and Vision of Civic Center/Town 
Commons

2. History

3. Action Plan

4. Discussion Points
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Possible Outcomes of Tonight’s Meeting
The Chamber of Commerce and GOCA:

…confirm that OTCAC is on the right course and pledge their support 
to the goals and activities in the Action Plan.

…believe that OTCAC is generally on the right track but need to refine 
their approach, and would pledge their support if modified 
appropriately.

…are reminded of a once-important priority of a past administration 
and want to consider internally before advising OTCAC.
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Goal and Vision for a 
Civic Center / Town Commons
Olney Master Plan:

1. Create a civic center with a major public open space of 
approximately one acre in the Town Center through a variety of 
public/private partnership mechanisms, including dedication or 
County acquisition of private property, land exchange, or incentive 
zoning.

2. The major public space should be prominently located, accessible 
from an existing major street or a new main street, and designed 
to accommodate a variety of functions including place for public 
gathering and events.
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History

2000

• Chamber and GOCA send letter to County Executive about opportunities to create community center

• Formed Olney Community Center Task Force, drafted a proposal, obtained endorsements

2005

• Olney Master Plan included recommendations to “Create a civic center with major public open space … 
designed to accommodate a variety of functions including place for public gathering and events.”

2008

• OTCAC completes Preliminary Concept Paper for Civic Center / Town Commons

• Identified possible tenants and space requirements

2008-2015
• Several activities/conversations with community and officials about CC/TC 

2015

• OTCAC action plan identifies activity to complete Concept Plan for Civic Center / Town Commons

• Request GOCA and Chamber of Commerce endorsement and participation of the Action Plan
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What Motivated the Chamber/GOCA to 
form Task Force in 2000?
Rapidly increasing population of Olney area to almost 40K in 2000

Existing County services weren’t delivered in a cohesive manner 
and didn’t have adequate space

Wanted to have county and local services housed jointly

Opportunity existed with pending redevelopment of Library and 
plan to relocate Post Office

Proposed “innovative approaches and public/private partnerships” to 
make idea a reality
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Action Plan to Create the Concept Plan 
for a Civic Center / Town Commons

1. Re-evaluate potential tenants and space needs

2. Identify local and government champions

3. Establish dialogue with largest landowners 

4. Identify suitable models for Public Private 
Partnership (PPP)

5. Develop and produce Concept Plan document
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1. Potential Civic Center Tenants

• Chamber of Commerce

• Visitor Center

• Police Satellite Station

• Teen Center

• Senior Center

• Community Meeting Space and Storage

Potential Town Commons Facilities/Uses

•Concert Pavilion for Olney Concert Band; Rock the Lot;
Other concert series

•Town green for Olney Days events; National Night Out; 
Farmers Market; outdoor play
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2. Local and Government Champions
Potential tenants (including Chamber) and GOCA would be 
asked to champion the CC/TC. To champion the CC/TC means to:

◦ Participate in Concept Plan process
◦ Pledge appropriate resources
◦ Declare that CC/TC is an organizational priority
◦ Help spur government officials to action
◦ Document support in a commitment letter

Government representatives will be asked to fund/support this 
community priority
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3. Dialog with Largest Landowners
Development of CC/TC is most likely in conjunction with 
redevelopment of a major parcel of land. 

10% public use requirement (20% for optional method) 
could provide a private dedication of land.

Have a series of meetings/interviews with approximately 8 
of the largest landowners who have not recently 
redeveloped to discuss their outlook/plans for future 
redevelopment.
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4. Identify Suitable Models for PPP

Find other examples that could illustrate how 
Public Private Partnership could work

Consider likely scenarios (similar size lots, 
likely scale of development, in MoCo or MD, 
etc.)
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5. Develop and Produce Concept Plan 
Document

Goal is a document that will be useful to public 
officials and other stakeholders when the 
opportunity is right to act

Get guidance and resources from Planning 
Department
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Discussion Points
Do you think the Action Plan is likely to yield a Concept Plan that will achieve 
it’s goal of being useful to stakeholders when needed?

If there are activities that we overlooked in the Action Plan what are they? 

Do you believe a Civic Center/Town Commons is right for Olney at this time?

Is the CC/TC a priority for GOCA and the Chamber and their membership?

Is GOCA and the Chamber able to provide additional people to help OTCAC 
complete this Concept Plan?
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What is the Outcome of Tonight’s 
Meeting?
The Chamber of Commerce and GOCA:

…confirm that OTCAC is on the right course and pledge their support 
to the goals and activities in the Action Plan.

…believe that OTCAC is generally on the right track but need to refine 
their approach, and would pledge their support if modified 
appropriately.

…are reminded of a once-important priority of a past administration 
and want to consider internally before advising OTCAC.
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